
which Euler, Lagrange, and others had devised to describe
Senate’s $8 Billion for Fluthe behavior of acoustical waves, broke down at exactly the

point, where shock-formation sets in. The mathematics col-
lapses, but the wave continues to propagate, reflecting a true
physical principle, beyond the reach of formal mathematics.
Riemann wrote: Will Vaccine FundsBe

“Therefore, aside from certain exceptional cases, it must
necessarily always occur . . . that the differential equations In Time for Pandemic?
lose their validity, through the divergence to infinity of the
differential ratios of the pressure, and that forward-moving by Christine Craig and Laurence Hecht
compression shocks must arise.”

The physical significance of this explosion to infinity of
By a vote of 94-3, the Senate passed an $8 billion appropria-certain mathematical ratios Riemann speaks about, is this:

The propagation of an ordinary sound wave depends on cer- tion, initiated by Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), to fight the
threatening avian flu pandemic. The measure, passed Oct.tain self-organizing processes in the medium of propagation

(the air), which, in turn, require a certain characteristic time 27, must still go before the House. The funding came as an
amendment to the Labor, Health and Human Services, andto be completed. This limiting condition is reflected in the

existence of a definite speed of propagation of a sound wave, Education Appropriations bill for 2006, and apparently sub-
sumed funding (mostly for anti-viral drugs) from a previousthe so-called speed of sound, which, in turn, varies according

to the physical condition of the air, its temperature, pressure, amendment to the Defense Appropriations bill.
The amendment provides:and so on. Any attempt to push a sound wave to a faster speed

than its internal self-organizing processes can sustain in the • $3.3 billion for vaccine development;
• $3.1 billion for the stockpile of anti-viral drugs;given mode, results in a discontinuous change in the condition

of the air: a shock wave! • $600 million for state and local public health agencies;
• $750 million to manage possible patient surge on hospi-Most people have experienced the formation of shock

waves, in the form of the sonic boom generated when a plane tals during a pandemic; and
• $185 million for the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)accelerates beyond the speed of sound. The nose of the plane

compresses the air immediately in front of it, producing a sort to handle an outbreak.
A few days earlier, on Oct. 25, Secretary of Health andof sound wave. As long as the plane moves slower than the

speed of sound, the resulting air wave will propagate ahead Human Services Michael Leavitt, just returned from a fact-
finding tour of Southeast Asia, was in Ottawa, Canada, repre-of the plane. As the plane approaches the speed of sound,

however, it catches up with its own sound wave, creating a senting the United States at an international conference on
pandemic preparedness for the avian flu. Health ministerssudden phase change in the propagation process, which takes

the form of a shock front, at which the pressure and other from 30 countries and several international organizations had
gathered there to prioritize responses to the looming threat ofparameters of the air change discontinuously.

As Riemann emphasized, the behavior of such shock a devastating pandemic.
These actions by the government signal a growing recog-fronts is such, that they are originally generated at the nose

of the plane and then propagate outwards in a conical array nition of the seriousness of the situation with respect to the
avian flu.(Figure 3).

Now the reader should see the relationship of this phe- That’s the good news. The bad news is it may be nowhere
near enough. The H5N1 avian flu virus has killed more thannomenon, to the hyperinflationary transition which took place

in May-October 1923, and the one that is taking place now. half of the 121 people so far infected. Virologists believe that
it is only a matter of time before the virus will mutate or re-The equivalent of the speed of sound in an economy, is not a

single simple parameter, but rather an overall limiting condi- assort into a form that will be be easily transmissible from
human to human. Once that happens, if the virus retains itstion, defined ultimately by the array of short- and long-term

physical investment cycles in the economy, and reflected also present fatality rate, a pandemic worse than the 1918 flu epi-
demic which wiped out 50 million people in less than a year,in the limits of the subjective factor of confidence, with re-

spect to the relationship between monetary and physical- will ensue. No one can predict when such a change will occur,
but it could be as early as this flu season. Compounding theeconomic processes. Look at this, relative to the thesis typified

by Komp’s description, quoted above, of the hyperinflation- problem, is the fact that the deadly strain of the flu has re-
infected the migratory bird population, which has recentlyary trigger-effect of a sudden acceleration in growth of raw

materials prices: The rate of change of prices exceeds the rate been migrating south to over-winter. Recent outbreaks of
avian flu in domestic poultry in Romania, Turkey, and Croatiaat which such increases can be absorbed by the economy,

without triggering a self-accelerating inflationary spiral. seem to have spread via the wild birds. Each new infection of
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an animal or person increases the possibility of a mutation to the virus.
• Stockpile anti-virals and vaccines.a strain that is easily transmissble from human to human.

Knowing that, governments must mobilize on a scale • Create a seamless network of health-care and other
emergency responders, both private and public.never-before-seen to protect populations. Some experts have

called for a “Manhattan Project” type of mobilization. The • Expand biological information technology capabil-
ities.measures proposed to the Senate are a beginning, but the

amounts of monies needed would have to be 10 or 100 times • Improve public communication and education to spur
citizens into action without panicking them.larger to carry out a serious global preventive program.

Among the needed immediate measures are a vast gear-up in Both Senator Harkin and Secretary Leavitt have recently
stressed the primary importance of adequate vaccine capabil-vaccine and anti-viral production capability; expansion of

public health services and monitoring agencies; preparation ity in fighting avian flu. Only one company, Sanofi-Pasteur,
now produces flu vaccine in the United States. Its capacity isof hospitals and emergency overflow facilities such as at mili-

tary bases; and other emergency preparedness of all types. limited to 60 million doses per year. The National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and Sanofi-Pasteur have recently developedImmediate assistance to the frontline states in southeast

Asia could make the crucial difference in whether, and when, a vaccine based on the H5N1 strain, which has shown promise
in clinical trials. According to Leavitt, we already have a $100the H5N1 virus mutates to a human-transmissible form. This

was emphasized at the Ottawa conference by representatives million contract with Sanofi-Pasteur to produce 3.3 million
doses of the H5N1 vaccine. The United States has alsofrom the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the

World Organization for Animal health (OIE). Jacques Diouf, awarded $62.5 million to Chiron for new vaccine develop-
ment. Both Harkin and Leavitt stressed the necessity to imme-director-general of the FAO, commented that the disease is

still, at this point, an animal disease, which has caused eco- diately revive vaccine production capabilities, and to develop
the new cell-based vaccine production technology to replacenomic devastation throughout Southeast Asia, and increas-

ingly, in Europe. One focus of international efforts should be the archaic egg-based system now used to produce normal flu
vaccines. Harkin stressed the importance of rapidly buildingtoward stamping out the disease at its source—the poultry

flocks of Southeast Asia. The disease has already cost the new vaccine production plants, commenting that the Penta-
gon was built in merely nine months. The normal time fromregion over $10 billion; and economic losses could rise to

hundreds of billions if the animal pandemic is not stamped plans to production is usually closer to five years. He ex-
pressed a readiness on the part of government to subsidizeout soon. This theme was echoed by Alejandro Thiermann of

the World Organization of Animal Health, who told dele- industry to facilitate development, either with up-front money
or by guaranteed buy-up of vaccine.gates, “Our first line of defense should be attacking the prob-

lem at the poultry level.” In contrast to the usual approach of the Bush Administra-
tion, Leavitt closed his briefing at the Press Club with someDiouf chastised countries for their reluctance to fund the

FAO in their efforts to fight the avian flu in Southeast Asian interesting comments actually touching on the general wel-
fare and the concept of the science driver. He posed the ques-poultry flocks. According to him, months ago the FAO had

set up a $175 million fund to begin the work of bringing the tion: What if the H5N1 never jumps to humans, never materi-
alizes as a human pandemic. Will we be held accountable forbird flu under control in Asia. Of a paltry $30 million pledged

by countries so far, not a cent had been received. He estimated having guessed wrong and acted? He insisted that the effort
would in no way be wasted, that science and history teach usat least a billion dollars would be needed to supply, and man

the effort in Asia. that what we do now will have lasting value. The increased
preparedness, the revitalized industry, and the new technol-
ogy will change the world forever. There will be serious long-A Preparedness Strategy

Secretary Leavitt expressed some pessimism over the term benefit from our short-term planning, and whenever a
pandemic does come along, we will be ready.ability of Asian countries to get a handle on their poultry

pandemic, at a National Press Club luncheon on Oct. 27. He
mentioned a certain Asian country in which 14,000 people
had died of rabies last year. How then to rally an effort over WEEKLY INTERNET
some dead birds, when they didn’t have the infrastructure AUDIO TALK SHOW
to deal with a well-characterized and completely treatable
human disease? This story led him into his take-home mes- The LaRouche Show
sage: We had better prepare at home. Leavitt gave the Na-

EVERY SATURDAYtional Press Club audience a preview of the Administration’s
soon-to-be-released National Strategy for Pandemic Pre- 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
paredness. Here are some of the points he emphasized: http://www.larouchepub.com/radio

• Improve national and international surveillance of
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